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POLICY
This item complies with the CalSTRS Investment Policy Management Plan and interlinks into
every individual program's investment policy.
HISTORY OF THE ITEM
This marks the 21st year, since 1997, that the Investment Branch has prepared and presented annual
business plans to the Investment Committee at the start of the fiscal year.
PURPOSE
The purpose of these plans is to get the Investment Branch to think, plan, and operate like an
asset manager rather than a traditional State Agency or Department.
One of the keys to past success within the Investments Branch, and now acknowledged as
industry best practice in North America, is operating with a private sector finance business
culture. A key component has been developing and presenting annual business plans to regularly
have staff focus on achieving the bottom line of outperformance versus the benchmarks, and
seeking to achieve the desired Actuary expected rate of return to properly fund the system.
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION
While CalSTRS is clearly a division within a State Government Agency, the CEO’s vision is for
staff to think of it as a not-for-profit financial institution. With that mind set, the Investment
Branch is a money manager and a ‘for-profit financial institution’, needed to make over $15
billion in net revenue annually. To be successful in a complex, dynamic, and ever more
competitive world we have to think, act, and operate more like a money manager than ever.
These annual Business Plans are a key part of thinking like a business.
The bottom line: the Investment Branch is an asset manager trapped inside the body of a
governmental structure. We now manage half the assets, roughly $110 billion from our West
Sacramento office. Based on those assets alone, we would rank in the top 100 largest investment
managers in the world! Yet we operate in the same structure and many of the same rules as any
other State department. Some in fact, have more flexibility in their operations than CalSTRS. We
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compete for investments and investment managers in a world with sovereign wealth funds, five
to eight times our size, and Canadian pension plans that operate like private companies. Research
in the early 2000’s concluded the governmental business model cost public funds over 40 basis
points per year. One can only conclude that cost is even higher today given the increased
competition for investments. That means we operate with approximately $900 million per year
handicap or drag due to our governance structure. At some point, our 1970’s broken model will
need to be modernized. Our new collaborative model may offer some improvements and hope
for a more efficient future.
Our original business plans were multiple pages as one might expect, but at the request of the
Board over the last several years, staff has condensed and simplified the business plans from five
pages per asset class, into a “Plan-At-A Glance”, comprised of one page double-sided. The idea
is based on the old adage, “if you can’t explain your business plan on the back of a business card,
it’s too complex of a plan”. While a business card size view sounds nice, with over $200 billion
global, complex portfolio, our plans need to be a bit longer.
One of the main benefits of these annual plans in concert with the Investment Committee Workplan is to help the Investment Committee, investment staff, and external investment consultants
align their efforts and resources. Simply put, we want to "plan our work and then work our plan."
Within that simple expression lays a subtle key to a successful pension investment plan, which is
a tight coordination of the multiple parties that participate in the public pension investment
decision process. These plans are an opportunity for staff to articulate their ideas and
management style for each unit. Correspondingly, it is an opportunity for the Investment
Committee to alter and adjust the plan as warranted. As a money manager, the Investment
Committee is the Board of Directors and you set the mission and vision for the enterprise.
Each year the CIO has established a theme for the particular year’s business plans. Past themes
have been: Squeezing 8% Out of a 5% Market; The Year of Alpha; The Year of Implementation;
The Year to Maintain, Sustain and Monitor; Back to the Basics; Continuous Improvement; Make
Money and Protect the Assets, 4.0 Straight A’s; Focus on What Matters Most; Changing
Environment; Path to the Future, 2020 vision; Takin’ Care of Business; and last year’s theme
was Path to the Future, 2020, 2025, 2030.
The business plan theme for FY 18-19 builds off the Investment Committee’s work during the
past year to evaluate direct and co-investment opportunities. This year will be the year of:
“Developing the CalSTRS Collaborative Model.” Appropriately this ties directly into the
Investment Committee’s major project for the fiscal year.
RECOMMENDATION
The chief investment officer, interim co-deputy chief investment officers, chief operating
investment officer and all the senior investment staff recommend the Committee accept the
CalSTRS Fiscal Year 2018-19 Investments Branch Business Plans and 10-Year Financial Plan.
ATTACHMENTS/POWERPOINTS
Attachment - Investment Branch Business Plans
PowerPoint - None
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Prepared and recommended by:

Glenn Hosokawa
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April Wilcox
Investment Operations Director

Mike DiRé,
Director of Real Estate

Debra Smith
Chief Operating Investment Officer

Margot Wirth,
Director of Private Equity

June Kim
Director of Global Equity
Interim Co-Deputy Chief Investment Officer

Anne Sheehan,
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Paul Shantic
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Steven Tong,
Director of Innovation & Risk
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INVESTMENTS CORE VALUES
The CalSTRS Investments Branch core values are a set of attitudes, beliefs and
behaviors that define CalSTRS and its employees.
Respect
We strive to not only treat others as we would like to be treated, but to go
the extra mile and treat others as they would like to be treated.
Personal Development
We support an individual’s career and personal goals.
Balance
We encourage employees to balance a strong work ethic with interests outside
of the office.
Worth
We strive to recognize everyone’s efforts and contributions to the organization.
Challenge
We are honored to accept the challenges placed upon us and strive to create an
innovative work environment.
Purpose
We work toward a common goal, thereby making a difference for others and
ourselves.
Honesty
We are truthful to ourselves, to peers, to supervisors, the Board and to the
organization; our word is our bond.
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INTRODUCTION
This year’s theme is “Developing the CalSTRS Collaborative Model”.
The business plan theme for FY 18-19 directly links to the Investment Committee's
major initiative for this year. "Developing the CalSTRS Collaborative Model". The
business plans and Investment Committee project focus on what it means and what is
needed for each Asset Class to develop this new structure in both the private asset
classes and the public asset classes.
The CalSTRS Collaborative Model creates long-term business relationships between
CalSTRS and other long-term investors, including managers, to create efficient
investment vehicles that produce attractive sources of return by effectively using the
strengths of each investor.
It is important for the Investment Committee and the public to understand, that along
with this effort to develop a CalSTRS collaborative model, the Investment Committee
has already set forth three OTHER multi-year objectives that are underneath the overall
goal of earning seven percent per year over 30 years. The first is to continue to
integrate ESG and sustainability into the investment process; next expand the diversity
of investment management; and finally seek to keep costs down with expanded
internal management. Each of these additional goals is linked across each of the
Asset Class business plans.
All of these are big challenges, and we must keep our focus on trying to
achieve the Actuary Assumed Rate. If we fall short on that goal, nothing else will
matter. The key driver to achieve those goals is our outstanding staff and strong
senior leadership team. The most important assets are not the $225 billion,
but rather the 170 investment staff that walk in and out of the building each day.
Looking toward 2028, the first and foremost challenge is the drive for risk adjusted net
returns. During a future visioning session, the Investment Directors
identified the following: succession planning; facilities planning; and operational
efficiency as the current challenges.
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Without a doubt, the key to planning for 2028 will be to build flexibility into the
plan. As the last 15 years have taught us, innovation and change are the only
constants. We can layout a road map for 2028, but we go forth with the knowledge
that we may need to make constant course corrections.

Christopher J. Ailman
Chief Investment Officer
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Over this 25 year period there is a 2/3rds probability that the CalSTRS investment
portfolio will fall within this range.
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This forecast is based upon the current CalSTRS capital market assumptions over the next ten years. Actual results will vary widely. Since this chart is based upon a ten year average, individual years return can and will vary significantly. The purpose of the chart is to help explain the
potential growth in the investment portfolio. Asset allocation shifts, changes in the assumptions, and changes in contribution rates will move the chart. As described above this only includes one standard deviation, or two thirds of the potential outcomes. This information is for estimation
of the CalSTRS Investment Branch business plan and should not be used for any other forecast without the consultation of the CalSTRS Investment Branch.

in thousands

**Return assumptions based on CalSTRS capital market assumptions for 10 year period. High and low estimate based on 10 year standard deviation for CalSTRS current asset mix. June 30, 2000 starting date.

Low Return Environment** $
High Return Environment** $

*PENSION 2 assets: 403(b), 457, Roth IRA & IRA assets managed outside the Investment Branch and not included in growth estimate.

$
$
$

Defined Benefit Plan
D.B.S. & Cash Bal.
Pension2*

FY 17-18
207,592,852
13,333,637
855,325

CALSTRS INVESTMENTS BRANCH 10-YR COMPREHENSIVE FINANCIAL PLAN

(in thousands)
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TOTAL EXPENSES
% of ASSETS (BPs)

Continuous Appropriation
Investment Managers
8 Consultants Fees
9 Custodian & Legal Fees
10 Risk systems (Bloomberg, Blackrock)
11 Corp. Gov. (Expenses & Inv Mngrs)
12 Research & Market Data
13 Trading Systems
14 Misc.
15 TOTAL CONTINUOUS

2

188,802,189
12,436,571
10,265,656
5,899,904
33,091,765
3,482,784
1,150,786
1,079,700
256,209,354 $
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213

210,238,363
15,116,729
12,477,969
6,902,053
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1,346,257
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Investment Management Costs

10.71
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FY 27-28
$
392.7

Forecast

10.77

10.82

$ 424,919,125

262,294,401 278,497,677
18,374,479
19,293,203
15,167,049
15,925,401
8,074,426
8,397,403
27,844,515
30,515,186
5,208,713
5,465,062
1,574,930
1,637,927
1,477,644
1,536,750
340,016,157 $ 361,268,608

269

FY 26-27
$
370.5

245,506,036
17,499,504
14,444,809
7,763,871
27,683,504
4,962,224
1,514,356
1,420,811
320,795,115 $

257

FY 25-26
$
349.6

232,525,984
16,666,194
13,756,961
7,465,261
27,683,504
4,725,216
1,456,111
1,366,165
305,645,395 $

245

FY 24-25
$
329.8

217,519,090
15,872,566
13,101,867
7,178,135
25,031,608
4,497,323
1,400,107
1,313,620
285,914,316 $

234

FY 23-24
$
311.1

38,425,414 $ 41,421,513 $ 44,737,735 $ 48,236,780 $ 52,093,205 $ 56,164,212 $ 60,806,233
153,417
156,486
159,616
162,808
166,064
169,385
172,773
1,686,856
1,754,810
1,825,623
1,899,418
1,976,326
2,056,480
2,140,021
454,103
466,164
478,548
491,264
504,320
517,725
531,490
40,719,791 $ 43,798,973 $ 47,201,522 $ 50,790,270 $ 54,739,915 $ 58,907,802 $ 63,650,517

FY 22-23
$
293.5

FY 21-22
$
277.1

192,203,563
200,857,235
13,711,319
14,396,885
11,317,885
11,883,780
6,381,336
6,636,590
23,125,587
23,253,122
3,864,899
4,067,495
1,244,690
1,294,478
1,167,803
1,214,516
253,017,084 $ 263,604,100 $

203

FY 20-21
$
261.4

191,546,436
13,058,399
10,778,939
6,135,900
29,305,271
3,670,095
1,196,817
1,122,888
256,814,745 $

192

FY 19-20
$
246.6

$ 270,370,243 $ 287,406,692 $ 291,701,579 $ 290,816,064 $ 304,323,892 $ 320,309,944 $ 333,115,838 $ 356,435,665 $ 375,535,030 $ 398,923,960

174,770,667
11,844,353
9,776,815
5,230,677
35,584,684
3,302,677
1,106,525
1,038,173
$ 242,654,570 $

168

FY 18-19
$
233.1

$ 25,723,683 $ 29,134,008 $ 32,749,401 $ 35,584,572 $
141,734
144,569
147,460
150,409
1,441,336
1,498,989
1,559,057
1,621,643
408,920
419,773
430,915
442,356
$ 27,715,673 $ 31,197,339 $ 34,886,833 $ 37,798,981 $

FY 17-18
$
220.9

External Investment Manager Costs

Total Staff - PY's (Personnel years)

Investment Branch Support Budget

Salaries & Est. Incentives (w/o Benefits)
3 General Expense & (excludes IT exp.)
4 Travel (In State, U.S. & Non-U.S.)
5 CP&S & Misc. (Print, Comm., Training)
6 TOTAL SUPPORT BUDGET

1

Fiscal Year
Total Assets (in billions)

CalSTRS Investment Branch 10 Year Comprehensive Financial Plan
Investment Branch
current

PORTFOLIO GROWTH FORECAST

Basis Points
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The Global Equity team also manages the Developing Manager
Program, Cash Equitization Program, and Stock Distribution
Program.

GLOBAL EQUITY
FAST FACTS
Assets: $112.2 billion as of 3/31/2018

PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND SUB ASSET CLASSES

Asset Class Objective: Maximize the risk-adjusted returns to
meet CalSTRS obligation to pay benefits. Provide long-term
capital appreciation as well as generate current income.

MSCI ACWI IMI Weights as of 3/31/18

FY 2018-19Goal:
Absolute Return
Objective: 9.2%

US 52%

Forecast: 5.9%

Non US 48%

Relative Return
Active: 60 bps – medium probability
CalSTRS Non-U.S. Equity by Region

Passive: 8 bps – high probability
Benchmark: Russell 3000 Custom Index and Custom MSCI All
Country World ex-US Investable Market Index.

Developed Markets 74%

INVESTMENT TEAM (18)
Director: June Kim
Portfolio Managers: Candace Ronan, David Murphy, Raymond
Venner
Associate Portfolio Managers: Jason Crawford, Shawn Webster,
Wayne Yim, Wilson Yee,
Investment Officers: Adriana Gutierrez, Edgar Ramirez, Helena
Posner, Justin Wiles, Mark Melvani, Sharon Jou, Shivi Bansal,
Tiffany Lau
Staff Analysts: Marie China, Ilena Montanez

Emerging Markets 26%

Market Valuation

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
CalSTRS Global Equity Program
CalSTRS Internal vs External Management
Core
Portfolio

Developing Manager
Program

$110.1 billion

$2.1 billion

Other Programs

Internal 53%

The Global Equity portfolio is invested in passive and active
strategies across the U.S., developed non-U.S., and emerging
markets. Approximately half the portfolio is managed internally
by CalSTRS staff with the rest managed by external investment
managers.
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External 47%

Number of External Manager Portfolios: 36
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COLLABORATION

investment professionals crucial to successfully
manage the Global Equity portfolio.

Networks



Other asset classes within CalSTRS - Collaborate on
potential new investment strategies.







Global Equity and Real Estate are researching an
internally managed real estate investment trust
(REIT) portfolio. This would utilize the experience of
Real Estate with the portfolio management and
trading expertise of Global Equity.
Innovative Strategies and Global Equity evaluated
U.S. and non-U.S. low volatility equity strategies.
Both teams conducted the due diligence and
recommended to transfer one low vol U.S portfolio to
Global Equity and hire two non-U.S. low vol
managers.

Other pension plans - Continue to meet and
communicate with other pension plans and sovereign
wealth funds to discuss:

















External investment managers and business partners,
brokers, and affinity groups







Continue to meet with existing investment managers
to facilitate knowledge sharing about industry and
due diligence best practices.
Continue to utilize investment managers and
brokers as resources to increase Global Equity’s
internal management and trading knowledge and
capabilities.
Actively participate in industry advisory groups such
as MSCI and FTSE Russell to continue to be thought
leaders in index management and corporate
governance.
Enhance collaboration with other investment
managers by organizing and participating in various
manager outreach events including the annual
Emerging Manager Reception held at CalSTRS and
speaking at manager conferences.

CFA Institute and other professional networks
Colleges and universities

Work with non-profit organizations such as Girls
Who Invest, Rock the Street – Wall Street, and
Toigo to help develop a pipeline of diverse talent.

Structures

New investment strategies, implementation
methods, and investment managers
The emerging manager universe and different ways
to access its talent pool

CalSTRS Human Resources

Take advantage of CalSTRS’ position as a long-term
investor to exploit market dislocations to achieve the
absolute return objective.
Continue to increase assets managed internally to
further reduce costs for the global equity portfolio,
while addressing potential operational risks.
Take advantage of CalSTRS’ size to access innovative
ideas and investors globally and to negotiate
attractive terms for investments. The ability to
combine the best minds on Wall Street with low cost is
a significant advantage.
Recognize and address the challenge of operating an
investment management firm within the confines of a
government structure.

Challenges







Actively address the challenge of hiring investment
managers in a timely and nimble way given the public
fund procurement process. Continue to work with the
Board, senior management, and the procurement
team to find ways to streamline the hiring process.
Recognize that some CalSTRS policies and practices,
such as divestments, may constrain manager flexibility
and willingness to manage CalSTRS assets.
Competitive forces and technology may result in
fewer available institutional investment managers.
Attracting and retaining qualified and high-performing
investment professionals: It is critical that the group is
sufficiently staffed in order to effectively implement
the components of this proposed business plan.

Social Capital
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Develop and utilize in-house talent where
appropriate and needed. Ensure that skills are
matched with workload.
Work effectively with internal and external partners to
attract and retain qualified and high-performing
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Associate Portfolio Managers: Geetha Arani, Roy Clothier, Dan
Depner, Cathy DiSalvo

FIXED INCOME
FAST FACTS
Assets: $27.5 billion as of 3/31/2018
Asset Class Objective: To improve the diversification of the
total investment portfolio, enhance its risk-adjusted total
return, preserve capital and liquidity and to generate current
income while facilitating the fund’s cash needs.
FY 2018-19 Goal:
Absolute Objective: 3.3% (Investment Grade Debt) and
6.2% (High Yield) - difficult
Active Relative Objective: 35 bps - achievable

Investment Officers: Nick Clyde, Sunny Dhillon, Melanie
Guzman, Earl Hsu, Anthony Kennedy, Debra Ng, Kimmie
Nicolas, Stacey Reichenberg, Matt Schott, Darin Yi
Support Staff: Marcella Gonzales, Laurie Masters

TRANSPARENCY AND REPORTING
Semi-Annual Report 12/31/2017
2017 Ancillary Investment Program Annual Report (Securities
Lending)
Portfolio Holdings by Asset Category, 6/30/2017 Comprehensive
Annual Financial Report, 6/30/2017

Passive Relative Objective: 10 bps - achievable
Benchmark: 95% Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate
Custom + 5% Bloomberg Barclays High Yield 2% Issuer
Capped Custom
Internal Management:

$23.1 billion (84%)

Number of External Portfolios:

6

External Management:

$4.4 billion (16%)

16%
Internal
Management

84%

External
Management

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
CalSTRS Fixed Income Program
Assets Under Management
Total Debt
Portfolio
$27.5 billion

Other
Portfolios
$76.3 billion

Internally
Managed

US TIPS

Externally
Managed

Cash
Management
Securities
Lending
RMS: Long
Duration U.S.
Treasuries

OTHER PORTFOLIOS
Assets: $76.3 billion
Objective: Provide protection against inflation, rising interest
rates and strengthening U.S. dollar.
Internal Management:

$63.6 billion (83%)

Number of External Managers:

4

External Management:

$12.7 billion (17%)

INVESTMENT TEAM (21)
Director: Glenn Hosokawa
Portfolio Managers: David Gold, Rosie Lucchesini-Jack, Ian
McCarty, John Perez
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Link to the CalSTRS Investments Branch

Currency
Management

The Fixed Income portfolio is managed both internally and
externally using enhanced and active strategies. Fixed
Income seeks to provide value through innovative/active
asset allocation and bond selection taking advantage of
internally and externally managed strategies. In addition,
Fixed Income is responsible for several other portfolios and
programs including U.S. TIPS, Cash Management, Securities
Lending, Risk Mitigating Long Duration U.S. Treasuries, and
Currency Management.
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COLLABORATION

Structures



Networks



Staff looks to our external managers as partners in the
investment process; joining forces to share knowledge
and leverage their experience.



Partner with our peers in the public pension fund
universe with a goal of addressing the issues and unique
challenges given our respective mandates.











Build alliances with other Fixed Income managers, both
public and private, to collaborate on ideas and
disseminate information that affect the industry as a
whole.
Recognize that the benefits from the contacts and
business relationships we undertake with trading
counterparties, research providers and technology
vendors are valuable connections for a fund our size.

Social Capital

Recognize that in-house talent and expertise of
internal staff allows for the management of Fixed
Income assets and programs that fall outside of the
asset class, resulting in lower fees along with benefit
of full transparency.

Challenges



Memberships in industry wide councils and committees
allow us to forge connections essential for business and
personal growth.




Bloomberg Index Council




Climate Standards Board



International Securities Lending Association
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Commodity Index
Management

Total

Return

Swap

Research the feasibility of partnerships with external
asset managers to form non-traditional collaborative FI
asset ownership structures.

Work with internal and external partners to attract and
retain qualified and high-performing investment
professionals crucial to successfully manage the Fixed
Income portfolio.

Colleges and universities

US Treasury Inflation Protected Securities

Research, assess and recommend additional externally
managed strategies that would add value to the overall
FI portfolio.





Long Duration US Treasuries




CFA Institute, CAIA and other professional
networks

Currency Management Program

Continue to develop additional internally managed
mandates.

Develop and utilize in-house talent where appropriate
and needed. Ensure that skills are matched with
workload.

CalSTRS Human Resources

Liquidity/Cash Management








Securities Lending Program



Succession planning and the recruitment and
retention of well qualified staff.



Recognize that some CalSTRS policies and practices,
such as divestment, may constrain manager flexibility
and willingness to manage CalSTRS assets.



Within the government structure, our ability to hire
external managers is not as flexible as desired.
Lowering barriers, where appropriate, would assist in
expediting the process while being mindful of internal
controls.

International Capital Markets Association Green
Bond Principles Board
Fixed Income Forum Advisory Council and Credit
Roundtable
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REAL ESTATE
FAST FACTS

TRANSPARENCY AND REPORTING
Real Estate Semi-Annual Performance Report, 12/31//2017
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, 6/30/2017

Assets: $28 billion as of 3/31/2018
Asset Class Objective: Provide improved diversification to the
overall CalSTRS Investment Portfolio; generate an enhanced
yield to the actuarial earnings rate assumption and provide
stable cash flows; and provide a hedge against inflation.

Link to the CalSTRS Investments Branch

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

FY 2018-19 Goal:
Absolute return objective: Real estate is 7.7%.
Relative return objective: The relative return objective is
the ODCE open end fund index plus 70 basis points.
Likelihood of Achievement by 2020: Returns in real estate
have softened over the last year due to rising interest rates and
a moderate increase in supply. Income returns should
continue to be in the 3-5% range, but capital appreciation is
projected to drop to 0% -3% depending on product type and
location. This will yield an overall return for core real estate of
5-7%. The strong returns from our higher risk strategies should
bring our overall returns to 7-9%. We have confidence that we
will achieve our relative objective to exceed the ODCE BM by
70 basis points.
Internal Management (Control Positions): $18.1B, (73%)
(Control of purchase/sale/leverage – joint ventures,
separate accounts and open end funds)
External Management (Non-Control Positions): $6.8B,
(27%) (Closed end funds and co-investments)
Board Consultant: RCLCO

INVESTMENT TEAM (21)
Director: Mike DiRé
Portfolio Managers: Mike Thompson, Hank Thomas, Don
Palmieri, Mitch Pleis, Daniel Clark
Associate Portfolio Managers: Bruce Deutsch
Investment Officers: Michael Yager, Tiffany Vispetto, Josh
Kawaii-Bogue, Kari Salazar-Maynard, Orintheo Swanigan,
Collin Clark, Greg Arendt, Vandy Tep, Mauricio Smith,
Emilio Navarrete
Analysts: Susan Daniel, Gina Tavarez, Jessica Peterson,
Alina Lindquist

Real Estate program strategy is predominately core with
additional allocations to value add and opportunistic in order
to increase overall returns. Staff uses a variety of structures to
maximize risk adjusted returns. Staff prefers direct
relationships that have high levels of control (see below) such
as separate accounts, joint ventures, and operating
companies. Staff seeks out best in class managers on a
national, regional or local level to partner with and access
investments. Currently, Real Estate has roughly 50 active
managers. The portfolio is conservatively invested with 90%
in the U.S. and an increasing overweight in core, lower-risk
investments. The portfolio is well diversified by product type
and includes recently added debt investments to further
reduce risk.
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venture and operating partners provide leads and
support to seek and create new partners.

27%
73%

Some form of the Collaborative Model has been a growing
part of the Real Estate portfolio for 20 years. CalSTRS staff
currently manages over 50 collaborative relationships in
various structures. Over that time, we have found these
strategies continue to provide quality deal flow, better
allocation control, and increased performance through higher
risk-adjusted returns and lower fees. The goal for this
coming year is to evaluate our current partner
relationships to look for methods to collaborate further
with our best-in-class partners

Networks



The current network of our joint venture partner
relationships will continue to be mined for opportunities.



Utilize third-party service providers. (brokers, lawyers,
lenders, special servicers) to generate investment
opportunities.



Seek out opportunities with Private Equity and Inflation
Sensitive partners.



Develop a comprehensive list of “like-minded” investors
to potentially pursue large transactions.



Recognize the growing affect technology has on our
industry and seek out relationships to engage and profit
from it.

Social Capital
Leverage the Real Estate’s senior staff’s long tenure
at CalSTRS to create and expand relationships. Also,
train junior staff for relationship transfer and
succession planning.



Continue to build trust with our investment peer
group through collaborative investment opportunities
with “like-minded” investors and limited partners.
This investment collaboration provides continued
capitalization for good partners, as well as asset
allocation opportunities.



Continue to pursue mixed-used real estate
developments with existing joint venture partners.

Structures



Use the low-cost structure of separate accounts for
oversight of low-risk strategies.



Utilize joint ventures to access operators for increased
deal flow and alignment of interests.



Consider increasing operating company investments to
further align interest, increase deal flow, and
profits/cost savings



Be open to innovative alignments with comingled funds
and other structures.



Seek out methods to dampen effect of operating within
government structure.

COLLABORATION




Internal
(Control)

Utilize our existing partnership network to develop
new strategic relationships. Our current joint

Challenges
Collaborative style investing has provided Real Estate with
strong partner relationships, increased off market deal
flow, greater industry knowledge, and better aligned fee
structures. This has led to increased risk adjusted returns.
However, we have also found the demands on staff have
been significant.
Formation and ongoing maintenance of collaborative
relationships incorporating the networks, social capital,
and structures above obviously requires both increased
time and specialized skills of staff and/or third parties.
Attracting and retaining personnel becomes even more
important as continuity of staffing is the key to
maintaining relationships. New recruiting and training
methods need to be explored to safeguard the system for
normal succession especially for expansion of the
program. In addition, operations, administrative, travel,
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legal, audit, appraisal, insurance are all affected by
increased collaborative activity.
Market challenges include 1) Greater competition for
these strategies; 2) More specialized investment
opportunities (senior housing, data centers, lab space)
that address demographics and/or technology’s effect on
Real Estate.
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PRIVATE EQUITY
FAST FACTS

Assets: $18.2 billion as of 3/31/2018
Asset Class Objective: Provide enhanced investment
returns over those available in the public market.
FY 2018-19 Goal:

and co-investments. Investments are further broken down
into the following strategies: Buyout, Venture Capital,
Debt Related, Core, Opportunistic, and Special Mandates.
Approximately 81 percent of the program’s exposure is
domestic and 19 percent is international.
Private Equity Strategies (Tot. $18.2B)

Absolute Objective: 12.3%

Buyout $12.5b

Relative Objective: Exceed the Private Equity benchmark
by 70 basis points

Venture Capital $2.0b
Debt Related $2.0b

Likelihood of Achievement by 2020: An absolute return of
12.3% per year is ambitious, especially if the current
extended public market rally experiences a correction or
flattening. Staff expects the relative performance of the
private equity portfolio to track the Private Equity Index
fairly closely. Significant outperformance relative to the
index is difficult given the size of the portfolio.
Benchmark: A weighted blend of the CalSTRS Custom
Private Equity Index and the CalSTRS Custom Tactical
Index.

Special Mandates $1.3b
Core PE $217m
Opportunistic PE $212m

PORTFOLIO ALLOCATION
1.2%
1.2% 7.0%
10.9%

Internal Management:* $1.3b (7%)
Number of External Managers: 122

11.3%

External Management: $16.9b (93%)
Board Consultant: Meketa Investment Group

68.6%

Program Advisors: Cambridge Associates & Pavilion
Alternatives Group
Buyout

Venture Capital

Director: Margot Wirth

Debt Related

Core

Portfolio Managers: Tom Baker, Solange Brooks, Seth Hall,
Robert Ross, Deanna Winter

Special Mandates

Opportunistic

INVESTMENT TEAM (21)

Associate Portfolio Managers: Geetika Misra, Delfina Palomo
Investment Officers: Kristian Altier, Debora Green, Henry Ha,
Jean Kushida-Uda, Christopher Moore, Vanessa Morris, Lisa
Pasion, Tyler Rico, Christopher Singh, Kathleen Williams
Support Staff: Cindy Connitt, Jenny Tran, Nicole Weirich

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The Private Equity Program was established in 1988 and
invests globally in partnerships, separately managed
accounts, general partner interests, secondary interests,

COLLABORATION
Networks
Investing in private assets is more relationship-driven than
public asset classes. Over many years CalSTRS Private
Equity has built a close-knit network of investment partners
and other external parties that enable it to access highquality private equity investments. In order to maintain and
improve this network CalSTRS will:

*Internal management defined as co-investments
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Strengthen and cultivate its existing investment
relationships and strategically develop new
relationships to keep its network optimal and forward
looking.



Maintain its leadership role in industry organizations
such as ILPA, IIR, EMPEA, and emerging manager
associations in order to guide and influence industry
developments.



Maintain and enhance relationships with advisors,
consultants, and law firms in order to maintain world
class, best-in-breed external advice.



Continue to utilize the research and insights of
academic groups and private firms. Evaluate how their
findings might affect the Private Equity investment
portfolio in the future.

Social Capital
Direct investing is significantly more labor intensive than
conventional partnership-only investing. To the extent that
CalSTRS Private Equity moves more towards a direct
investing model the following must be considered:



Different professional skills are required for direct
investing. Many of the required skills overlap with
existing areas of expertise, but many do not. Staff will
build on their existing skill base to the extent possible.



Skills and resources needed for future strategies are
being identified in order to develop and plan for
recruitment, skill enhancement, and knowledge
transfer. Future resource needs are strongly dependent
upon the degree to which CalSTRS Private Equity
moves more towards a direct investing model.



Advisors and investment partners are an excellent
source of industry expertise, deal flow, and market
contacts. These sources should be nurtured and
expanded.



Work to establish joint ventures with other
like-minded and complementary investors (i.e., recent
addition of a co-investment advisor).



Consider opportunities, as time and resources permit,
to invest in asset managers when strategic for the
program.

Challenges



The private equity industry involves a rapidly changing
investment environment and ecosystem with many
competitors, large and small. These changes
necessitate that CalSTRS Private Equity evolve to
meet new challenges.



A general industry trend towards more direct investing
means that skills associated with direct investing
must be acquired and enhanced through recruitment
and re-training. Additionally, CalSTRS Private Equity
needs to grow and develop its already advanced
network of relationships in order to increase the
program’s capabilities and to keep pace with industry
developments.

Structures
CalSTRS’ Private Equity consists of a well-rounded portfolio
that includes comingled fund structures, co-investments,
and separately managed accounts, supplemented by
internal capabilities. CalSTRS should:



Focus on structures that improve governance, costsavings, deal sharing, and overall better alignment
between all parties.
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CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
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with the addition of new managers the portfolio will be wellpositioned for continued out performance.

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE

Low Carbon Index:
High probability that the low carbon index meets its relative
objective.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Benchmark:
Activist Managers: Russell 3000 CalSTRS Custom Index (U.S.
Equity) and MSCI ACWI CalSTRS Custom Index (non-U.S.
equity).

CalSTRS Corporate Governance
Program
Activist and
Sustainable
Managers &
Low Carbon
Index

Legal,
Regulatory
and
Legislative
Support

Portfolio
Company
Engagement

Proxy
Voting

FAST FACTS
Assets: $5.75 billion as of 3/31/2018
Asset Class Objective: Create alpha and reduce risk in the
CalSTRS portfolio through ESG-themed asset management
and by being a global leader promoting good corporate
governance and sustainability integration.

Sustainable Managers: MSCI World CalSTRS Custom Index.
Internal Management: Low Carbon Index and multiple Coinvestments
Internal Assets: $1.65 billion (29%)
External Managers: 9 (7 Activist Mangers and 2
Sustainability Managers)
External Assets: $4.10 billion (71%)

FY 2018-19 Goal:
Absolute Objective:
Activist Managers: 7%
Sustainable Managers: 7%
Relative Objective:
Activist Managers: 60 bps
Sustainable Managers: 60 bps
Low Carbon Index: 8 bps

Likelihood of Achievement by 2020:
Activist Manager Portfolio:
While achieving the absolute objective has a medium
probability, there is a low probability that the activist portfolio
will achieve the relative objective as market outperformance
is difficult in prolonged bull markets and repositioning capital
between activist and sustainability managers will limit staff’s
ability to invest in attractive opportunities.
Sustainable Manager Portfolio:
Medium to high probability that the sustainability portfolio
will meet the absolute and relative objectives. The portfolio is
currently beating its benchmark by a significant amount and
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Networks



Leverage unique capabilities of activist managers to
assist in governance engagement efforts, including coinvestments and board composition.



Work with sustainability managers to identify key ESG
themes and utilize ESG integration expertise to help
develop sustainability engagement program.



Strengthen existing global alliances with pension funds
and other institutional investors to promote governance
and sustainability agendas.



Establish new collaborative relations with financial
market participants to promote engagement
opportunities around issues of mutual importance.



Further strengthen relationships with legislative bodies
and regulators to provide investor input on market
structure and governance issues that affect CalSTRS.

Social Capital






Integrate opportunities to expand staff skills where
appropriate and needed. Review unit structure to
ensure the proper matching of skills with workload.
Expand opportunities for staff to serve as a voice in the
media on corporate governance best practices and as a
known industry leader.
Utilize existing networks to identify potential outside
talent that can be brought in-house.
Identify potential new external manager relationships
that provide for market outperformance and allow
expanded leverage for engagement efforts.

Continue working with high conviction activist
managers to identify appropriate co-investment
opportunities.

Challenges




Identifying and hiring staff with necessary skillsets.



Ability to influence through collaborative engagement
could be limited by inability to utilize tools such as
running proxy contests or serving on public company
boards.



Ability to work with outside investors could be
hampered by our need to work within governmental
structures.

Hiring top managers within government contracting
system.

INVESTMENT TEAM (11)
Director: Vacant
Portfolio Managers: Brian Rice, Aeisha Mastagni
Associate Portfolio Manager: Philip Larrieu
Investment Officers: Ly Van, Eric Kwong, Travis Antoniono,
Mary Morris, Doug Chen, and Daniel Bain
Support Staff: Laurie Winston, Kathleen Hawkins

TRANSPARENCY AND REPORTING
CalSTRS Principles for Executive Compensation
Summary of Fiscal Year 2016-2017 Proxy Votes
CalSTRS efforts on board diversity
Green Initiative Task Force 2017 Annual Report
Corporate Governance 2017 Annual Report

Structures
Review the activist and sustainability benchmarks to properly
align portfolio structure and performance.



Evaluate changes to asset weightings between activist
and sustainability holdings and transition assets
between strategies as indicated.



Utilizing established manager pool, build out
sustainability portfolio in alignment with predetermined
strategy weightings.
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INFLATION SENSITIVE
Link to the CalSTRS Investments Branch

FAST FACTS
Assets: $4.1 billion as of 3/31/2018

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Asset Class Objective: Provide diversification to the CalSTRS
portfolio, lower the macroeconomic risks that pervade other
major asset classes, and positively capture long-term
changes in inflation. Portfolio assets shall be managed to
generate current income and provide a modest level of
capital appreciation.

CalSTRS Inflation Sensitive
Program
Private

Investments

FY 2018-19 Goal:
Absolute Objective: 5.0% - achievable
Relative Objective: Weighted blend of the Bloomberg
Barclays U.S. Government Inflation Linked Bond Index,
Alerian MLP Daily Index, Bloomberg Commodity Index, and
CPI +4% (quarterly lagged index) - achievable.
Likelihood of Achievement by 2020: We expect to exceed
both the absolute and relative benchmark by between 25 and
75 basis points.
Benchmark: Weighted blend of the Bloomberg Barclays U.S.
Government Inflation Linked Bond Index, Alerian MLP Daily
Index, Bloomberg Commodity Index, and CPI + 4% (quarterly
lagged index). New strategy benchmarks will be blended with
the index as they are added.
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Direct - U.S. TIPS
portfolio

Custom
Accounts

Commodities



The Infrastructure Portfolio is invested in assets that
have unique characteristics such as a long-term life, are
monopolistic in nature, provide essential services, and
have a form of inflation linkage in the revenue stream.



The Commodities Portfolio invests in basic assets used
as inputs for the production of goods and services that
are traded on regulated exchanges in specified
contractual amounts.



The Timber and Agriculture Portfolio contains exposure
to timber, land, and agricultural crops and products
which provide further diversification to CalSTRS’ overall
portfolio as well as inflation protection.

INVESTMENT TEAM (8)

Inflation Sensitive Semi-annual Report, 12/31/2017
Portfolio Holdings by Asset Category, 6/30/2017
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, 6/30/2017

Co-invesment

The U.S. TIPS Portfolio consists of U.S. government
securities that are indexed to inflation in order to protect
investors from the negative effect of rising consumer
prices. These securities are linked to the U.S. consumer
price index.

External Management: $3.26 billion (79%)

TRANSPARENCY AND REPORTING

Limited
Partnerships



Number of External Managers: 15

Director: Paul Shantic
Portfolio Manager: Charles Fitzpatrick
Associate Portfolio Manager:
Investment Officers: Michael Warmerdam, Christopher Ellis,
John-Charles Gish, Selina Muasya, and Guldip Dhillon
Support Staff Analyst: Richard Novoa

Limited
Partnerships

The Inflation Sensitive Portfolio currently consists of: (1) The
U.S. Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (U.S. TIPS)
Portfolio; (2) The Infrastructure Portfolio; (3) Commodities
Portfolio; and (4) Agriculture and Timber Portfolios.

Internal Management: $891.6 million (21 %)

Board Consultants: Pension Consulting Alliance, Meketa

Public

Investments
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Inflation Sensitive Allocation
as of March 31, 2018
Infrastructure
US TIPS
Ag & Timber

Structures

21%
6%
14%

59%

Commodities

COLLABORATION
Networks




Continue to vigorously lean on and learn from managers
for asset expertise, market contacts, due diligence, and
ability to execute on real asset transactions.

Utilize internal capabilities for Inflation Sensitive
management of assets when appropriate and cost
effective.
Recognize the contributions of academic groups and
private firms in the research and development of
technological innovation. Evaluate how their findings
can affect the Inflation Sensitive investment portfolio in
the future.



Maintain and enhance relationships with current
external partners. Ensure that newer employees develop
and enhance their market relationships and contacts.



Develop and review potential opportunities to
collaborate with peers and other private sector partners.



Expand CalSTRS’ network and research capabilities in
the areas of commodities, timber and agriculture
investments.



Continue to develop a well-rounded portfolio that
includes commingled fund structures, co-investment,
and accounts, supplemented by internal capabilities.



Work to establish at least two to three accounts with
managers and other like-minded investors.



Focus on structures that improve governance, costsavings, deal sharing, and better alignment between all
parties.



Consider opportunities, as time and resources permit, to
own or fund a specialist manager in the infrastructure,
agriculture or timber industries.

Challenges



Developing staff capabilities required to work with
accounts in private markets such as agriculture,
timber and infrastructure.



Developing the ability to hire managers, specialized
consultants, and legal resources in tax and specialized
regulatory areas will be difficult. Work to lower barriers
where appropriate while maintaining proper controls.



Sourcing accounts managed by aligned partners
will be difficult given the fragmented and
idiosyncratic nature of the agriculture, timber and
infrastructure markets.

Social Capital





Develop and utilize in-house talent where appropriate
and needed. Ensure the proper matching of skills with
workload.
Work within the allocated resources to implement the
Inflation Sensitive vision in a manner that is deliberate,
thoughtful, and inclusive.
Recognize that specific talent from outside CalSTRS may
have to be brought in to manage more complex
relationships as they develop over time.
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INNOVATIVE STRATEGIES
& RISK

risks that span the entire Investments portfolio to inform
short- and long-term asset allocation decisions.

COLLABORATION
Networks

FAST FACTS
Assets: $2.34 billion as of 3/31/2018
Asset Class Objective: Maximize the risk- adjusted returns
to meet CalSTRS obligation to pay benefits.

FY 2018-19 GOAL
Absolute Return Objective: Incubate strategies new to
CalSTRS that could improve the overall risk and return
characteristics of the Total Fund with a minimum longterm return goal of 7 percent – achievable.
Relative Return Objective: Outperform the Innovative
Strategies benchmark by 40 bps over a rolling three-year
period – difficult.

Sourcing new investment ideas for the Innovation portfolio
requires staff to interact with external/internal asset
managers, large institutional investors and consultants.



Ongoing collaboration with CalSTRS’ Global Equity to
determine if non-US low-volatility equity strategies
should be included in the “Other Beta” portfolio.



Hold regular meetings with other asset classes to
encourage idea sharing for new strategies to
incubate.



Work with risk team to develop a framework for
assisting in the long-term analysis of incubation
strategies (e.g., risk-based allocation and private
debt).



Build relationships with pension fund peers and other
institutional investors through onsite visits and joint
due diligence.

Benchmark: Custom benchmark based on the weightedaverage performance of underlying strategy benchmarks.
Likelihood of Achievement by 2021: The challenge of
achieving a 40 bps alpha target over the next three years is
primarily dependent on strong manager selection.

INVESTMENT TEAM (8)
Director: Steven Tong
Portfolio Manager: Glen Blacet
Associate Portfolio Manager: Josh Diedesch (Risk)
Investment Officers: Matt Lisonbee, Kate Wallen, Matthew
Toepel (Risk), Angela Tran (Risk)
Support Staff: Karen Pham

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Social Capital
Through engaging with like-minded peers, advisors and
investment managers, staff can advance the social capital
of CalSTRS.




CalSTRS Innovative Strategies

Stabilized Equity
$1.65 billion

Risk-Based Allocation

Private Assets

$435 million

$250 million*

*Committed capital

Innovative Strategies (formerly Innovation) was established
in 2009. The primary goal of the Innovative Strategies
team is to identify, research, and incubate strategies
that diversify the CalSTRS Total Plan. The Risk
Management team strives to measure and understand

Develop and utilize in-house talent where appropriate
and needed. Ensure the proper matching of skills with
workload.
Work effectively with internal and external partners to
attract and retain qualified and high-performing
investment professionals crucial to successfully manage
the Innovation portfolio.



Leverage risk team’s extensive experience with
Blackrock Aladdin to develop internal risk metrics for
manager oversight and due diligence.



Participate in conferences and professional
organizations to source new investment ideas.



Engage with investment managers on ESG issues.
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Structures
Staff is constantly looking for ways to improve CalSTRS’
risk/return characteristics and further diversify the fund in
an efficient and cost-effective way.







Unit Objective: Effectively incorporate risk management in
the investment decision-making process.
The team seeks to measure and manage investment risks
in three areas:

Where separately managed accounts are not
possible, identify potential opportunities to invest in
size with well-respected peers in order to establish a
stronger position during legal and financial
negotiations.



Long-term risk of the investment portfolio meeting its
obligations.



Short-term risks of the portfolio versus the long-term
strategic policy.

Explore creation of an “opportunistic” or multi-asset
class sleeve within the Innovation Portfolio. This new
sleeve could be the home for strategies that are
attractive and meet long-term risk/return objectives,
but don’t fit in an existing asset class.



Additional sources of investment risk, such as
Counterparty Risk and Liquidity Risk.

Partner with managers and advisors to develop coinvestment opportunities in private credit.

Networks



Collaborate with peers, asset managers, and business
partners, to develop a sophisticated and effective
risk management program.



Learn from global peers to build a risk management
program for direct investments and other
collaborative structures.
Use manager relationships to develop deep
knowledge of tactical and strategic risks in strategies
across the portfolio.

Challenges



Constraints working in government entity - Inability to
hire new investment managers and consultants
(independent fiduciaries) in an efficient manner extends
incubation period and increases the opportunity cost
associated with investing in a new strategy.





Co-investments - Identifying attractive deals, resource
constraints and specialized due diligence skills.





Vision Continuity – Significant board turnover in the
coming fiscal year could result in changes to the unit’s
goals and objectives.

Work with other staff, consultants, and managers to
ensure expectations and implementation of
investment strategies are consistent with long-term
objectives.



Recruitment – Space limitations and inefficiency in
the hiring process constrain the research and
incubation of new strategies.



Use the expertise of investment professionals in all
areas of the portfolio to understand tactical and
strategic risks in the portfolio.



Use knowledge, expertise, and systems from the risk
team to support portfolio management teams in
others areas of Investments.

Social Capital

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Risk Management
Long-Term:
Strategic
Allocation &
Total Risk

Short-Term:
Tactical
Allocation &
Rebalancing

Counterparty
Risk

Structures



Work with the Asset-Liability Management team to
fully integrate asset and liability modeling into the
strategic asset allocation process.



Use peer organizations to promote risk management
best practices across the industry.

Liquidity
Leverage
Performance
Attribution
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Integrate risk management into internal investment
committees.

Challenges



Recruitment, development, and retention of
investment staff with needed expertise in risk
management of more sophisticated investment
strategies.



Necessary transparency, data, and systems that can
accommodate more complex investment structures
and direct investment.



Defining the role of risk management in development
and oversight of new investment strategies.
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RISK MITIGATING
STRATEGIES (RMS)

With their smaller allocations within RMS (15 percent
collectively), global macro (GM) and systematic risk
premia (SRP) are marginal contributors to overall risk.

FAST FACTS

INVESTMENT TEAM (8)

Assets: $19.9 billion as of 4/30/2018

Director: Steven Tong
Portfolio Manager: Carrie Lo
Investment Officers: JP Blardony, Jeffrey Jaro, Michel
Paniagua, Parry Wang, Denny Young
Support Staff: Karen Pham

Asset Class Objective: The goal is to construct a portfolio
that will invest in strategies that provide protection during
equity market downturns. As of 4/30/2018, the program
is at its target weight of nine percent of the total plan.

FY 2018-19 Goals:
Absolute Return Objective: To pursue investment
opportunities that could help improve the expected riskadjusted returns of the total plan and reduce its shortfall
risk – achievable

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Risk Mitigating Strategies

Relative Return Objective: To outperform the RMS
benchmark by 20 bps over a rolling three-year period –
difficult but achievable
Benchmark: The custom benchmark will be based on the
respective target weight of each RMS component (40
percent UST, 45 percent trend following, 10 percent GM
and 5 percent SRP) when investments in all four sleeves
are fully allocated. In the meantime, the benchmark is
based on dynamic weights during the RMS ramp-up
phase.
Likelihood of Achievement by 2021: One of the key
features of RMS is its diversification across four
strategies. All of the strategies have the potential to
contribute to returns during an equity drawdown. RMS
seeks to deliver long-term capital appreciation as well as
to outperform its benchmark.
The long-duration U.S. Treasury (UST) sleeve invests in
bonds that are a part of the Bloomberg Barclays U.S.
Treasury 20+ Year Total Return Index and is managed to
closely match the performance of this index.
The trend following component is structured with a
relatively higher level of volatility versus its benchmark.
The trend following sleeve does not invest in all managers
in the index, which also contributes to higher active risk.

Long US
Treasury
$9.0 bn

Trend Following
$8.6 bn

Global Macro
$2.4 bn

Systematic Risk
Premia
$0

The Risk Mitigating Strategies asset class was established
in 2015 and is currently comprised of four strategies: long
duration U.S. Treasuries, trend following, global macro
and systematic risk premia.

COLLABORATION
Networks



RMS proactively engages with external managers, in
particular global macro managers, to gather market
intelligence and gain expertise on sophisticated
investment themes, which can be shared with other
members of the Investment Office, such as through
RAC and TAAC.



RMS regularly confers with its advisor, Lyxor, to
access their expansive database, gain insight into
various external managers (including those that are
not currently in the RMS portfolio) and gather timely
market color.
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RMS solicits external managers’ investment research
to gain insight into strategic asset allocation ideas at
the total plan and RMS levels.

Social Capital



RMS works with peers and advisors to improve
alignment of interests and to broaden CalSTRS
access to investment vehicles.



RMS develops in-house knowledge while, at the same
time, utilizing the expertise of external managers and
advisors.



RMS engages with the broader investment community
on many stakeholder initiatives, such as
environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues.



Acquisition of technology and infrastructure to invest
in complex strategies internally and facilitate
knowledge sharing throughout the organization.



Opportunities to attend conferences or to visit peers
and managers are necessary.

Structures



The UST sleeve of RMS is managed internally, which
provides CalSTRS with total control of the assets and
reduces fees.



RMS is currently working with the internal fixed
income team and external asset managers to explore
additional long duration investment ideas.



Externally managed assets are generally invested via
managed account structures, which improve
transparency, risk management, fees and
communication with managers.



Staff will continue to explore opportunities to coinvest in long-term themes alongside some global
macro managers.

Challenges



Ability to retain and recruit key personnel. Current
recruitment practices heavily favor those with
traditional finance backgrounds, which may exclude
candidates from other technical disciplines such as
advanced statistics, mathematics, computer science,
etc. An effective investment management process
requires a diverse set of backgrounds and expertise.
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OPERATIONS
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TRANSPARENCY AND REPORTING

INVESTMENT
OPERATIONS

Current Investment Portfolio
Portfolio Holdings by Asset Category as of June 30, 2017
Semi-Annual Performance Report as of December 2017
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report as of June 30, 2017

FAST FACTS
Total Fund: $222.5 billion as of 3/31/2018
Asset Mix
Global Equity

In Millions
$119,557

%
53.7

Fixed Income

27,529

12.4

Real Estate

27,598

12.4

Private Equity

18,264

8.2

Risk Mitigating Strategies

20,064

9.0

Cash

3,391

1.5

Inflation Sensitive

4,156

1.9

Strategic Overlay

1,475

0.7

476

0.2

Innovative Strategies
Total

$222,510

100%

Link to the CalSTRS Investments Branch

INVESTMENT TEAM (20)
Director: April Wilcox
Associate Portfolio Managers: Kelly Criss, Matthew
Schroeder
Investment Officers: Haytham Sharief, Mami Wong, Pedro
Ferrer De Morais, Diego Sanchez, Daniel Thai, Ron Leu, Lilit
Arakelyan, Ralph Smith, Huy Ngo, Michael Lawrence, Carlos
Maciel, Mylene Dalpig, Rona Johnson, Justin Bosley, Jake
O’Hagan, Vacant
Support Staff Analyst: Diana Campos

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Investment Operations
Trade
Management

Internal Management: $97.9 billion (44%)
External Management: $124.6 billion (56%)

56%

44%

External

Cash
Forecasting

Investment Operations’ primary objective is to serve as a
control by providing middle-office support for internal and
external portfolio activities across the Investment Branch.
This is accomplished by performing pre-settlement and post
trade management, portfolio reconciliations, portfolio trading
system data integrity, cash flow analysis and forecasts,
pricing oversight and reporting. We partner with the asset
classes in conjunction with our global master custodian to
align operational services for successful implementation of
the Investment Policy and Management Plan.

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY1


Internal

Data Integrity
&
Reconciliation

CalSTRS Investment Operations processes nine times
the public market trade volume per staff versus our
peers.
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On average, CalSTRS has 25% fewer FTEs for operational
functions versus our peers.



Ratio of Investment Operations FTEs to Front Office FTEs:
CalSTRS = 10/40; Peers = 10/13.5.

1Findings are from the Cutter Associates 2017 Investment Operations
Staffing and Organization Survey

COLLABORATION
Networks






Build alliances with other pension plans and asset
managers to develop operational industry best practices,
including hosting an Operations Forum with top peers.



Research and implement available technology to
standardize trade messaging and other operational
processes in order to reduce operational risk and
increase efficiencies.



Leverage external vendors to automate manual
processes to allow staff to focus on more complex
initiatives.



Strategically operate in an investment management
capacity within the confines of a government structure.



Develop a model to support more private asset
operational functions within Investment Operations.

Partner with our external vendors and Master Custodian
to enhance the existing operational framework and
develop future capabilities.

Challenges

Collaborate with internal investment teams to standardize
operational process flows and internal controls.



Additional expertise and staffing resources are required
to support future strategies (i.e.: direct investing).



Develop a plan for recruitment and retention to maintain
higher expertise within Investment Operations.



Potentially enhance services and staff hours for a more
global portfolio (i.e.: follow-the-sun approach).

Utilize industry research to analyze operational trends
and review the feasibility of incorporating Robotic
Process Automation (RPA), cognitive learning
opportunities, Artificial Intelligence and Distributed
Ledger Technology (DLT).

Social Capital

Staffing and Retention:

Technology:



Leverage existing CalSTRS investment brand to attract
and retain top industry talent.

An ever-changing technological environment requires
continuous research and automation to keep up with
industry best practices and reduce risk.



Avoid key person risk by retaining a breadth of expertise
in Investment Operations to maintain sufficient
knowledge in order to support our complex global
investment portfolio.

Explore long-term data storage solutions that interface
with existing applications and have the flexibility to
adapt to new technologies.



Increased monitoring of third-party vendor risk due to
technological enhancements and automation.



Integrate opportunities to develop staff talent and
allocate limited staffing resources efficiently.






investment strategies that may result from the
collaborative approach across the Investments Branch.

Employee engagement: involve staff in the planning of
our vision, leverage our mentorship program, and utilize
our recognition program to reduce turnover and increase
productivity.

Structures



Partner with the asset classes to ensure Investment
Operations is agile to support the increasingly complex
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